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Murray: Scientific vs. Practical Management: A Pragmatic Approach

The gulf between the business theoretician and the
hard-headed man of experience is a wide one. But
there is a middle ground in which the distinctions
are more subtle. Here are suggestions as to how to
achieve a compromise that works—

SCIENTIFIC VS. PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT:

A PRAGMATIC APPROACH
by Gordon L. Murray
Haskins & Sells

cian and the computer will inherit,
s scientific management-opera
if not the earth, at least the man
tions research-mathematical sci
ence going to transform American agement of our business affairs.
The executive on the verge of re
industry into a Jules Verne kind of
tirement can afford to debunk the
world, or is it all a fad without
substance and without a real con
whole subject and be amused by
tribution to make in business af
it all.
But for me
a consultant, with
fairs? Which is more effectivemanagement science or practical
a job to do here and now, neither
these approaches is adequate.
experience?
My clients tend to want practical
These questions can be — and
solutions to difficult problems—and
are being — debated endlessly. The
they want them today. A reason
theoretician can afford to dream
able solution now is what they are
of the day when the mathemati
looking for, even though there may
This article was adapted from a talk
be a better answer tomorrow. I
Mr. Murray presented before a group of
have to adopt what is essentially a
financial executives who had asked for
pragmatic view.
provocative” comments on the position
My thesis, here, is that the prag
they should take vis-a-vis scientific man
matic view is also the one for the
agement techniques.

I
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businessman to take. Certainly he
should speculate on the ultimate
possibilities of developments in sci
entific management and, as a mini
mum, keep abreast of what is going
on. The returns from speculation
have real limits, however, in terms
of accomplishments today and in
the near future. A man can stand
on the sidelines too long and never
get in the game. The businessman
who waits for the ultimate in a
computer will never live to get
one; the executive who waits to
adapt new ways of solving old
problems until the perfect method
is at hand will see someone else
reap the rewards. Why not take
what can be applied right now to
a problem of manageable dimen-
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sions and move along with the job?
began
emerge as organized
the problem that make it difficult
Management
Services: AreMagazine
of Planning,
Systems,
and Controls,
[1967],and
No. 1,thus
Art. 2reducing it to
It has been
said that operations

groups
and to assert
themselves
as Vol.
to4 solve
search-management science prom
having a unique approach and
one that can be handled by stan
ised much but has produced little
common body of OR knowledge.
dard techniques or by judgment
in relation to that degree of prom
They now maintain that operations
based on experience. The opera
ise. Why is this so? How can we
research is a unity — that, regard
tions researcher is told that a sys
narrow the gap between theoretical
less of the type of situation or ac
tems orientation requires moving
approaches to scientific manage
tivity under scrutiny, there is the
in the opposite direction, to the de
ment problem solving and the prac
liberate expansion and complication
common characteristic of a mathe
tical application of these tech
matical model and that all OR
of the statement of the problem
niques? First let’s look at the early
until all significant components are
problems may be classified as in
development and the nature
contained in it. This approach cov
ventory, allocation, queuing, se
operations research.*
ers the entire area under a man
quencing, routing, replacement,
ager’s control instead of concen
competition, or search. These they
trating
on some special aspect. The
identify
as
the
eight
different
types
Management science
ultimate of this philosophy is the
of problems that confront the man
The first identification of opera
ager.
total synthesis of the firm, a model
tions research came during World
that comprehends all the interact
The essential characteristics of
War II, when persons with a vari
ing factors affecting a business —
the OR method are systems orien
ety of backgrounds (but heavily
external and internal.
tation,
use
of
interdisciplinary
(or
to
from the mathematical and scien
A somewhat facetious statement
mixed) teams, and the adaptation
tific disciplines) were assigned to
of this theory would be that the
of the scientific method.
work on various military problems,
OR purist will solve nothing until
computing trajectories, radar prob
he can solve everything.
Systems orientation
lems, hunt and search techniques,
The idea of ever expanding the
and the like. These people were
definition of a problem before
Systems orientation refers to the
exposed to a whole series of prob
coming to grips with it may have
theory that the activity in any part
lems in subject matter different
validity to a researcher. To one
of an organization has some effect
from that to which they had been
seeking better answers to business
on every other part — a sort of the
exposed in their previous training
problems right now, it is simply
thigh bone connected to the hip
and experience, yet they found that
not practical. This is not to say
bone, hip bone connected to the
the techniques at their disposal
that one should accept the first
backbone concept. In deference to
had application. After the war
definition of a problem without
this “law,” the operations research
some of these people continued to
questioning to make sure he is
er says, he must identify all sig
apply their academic techniques
actually dealing with the real is
nificant interactions and evaluate
and wartime experience to subject
sues.
Rather, it is to say that to the
their combined impact on the per
matter outside their immediate
pragmatist
a practical end is to
formance of the organization as a
disciplines, and inevitably they
come
up
with
a practical improve
whole, not merely on the part orig
gravitated into the business sphere.
ment
that
can
be implemented in
inally concerned.
By the early 1950s these people
a
practical
way
— whether or not
Therefore the purist in opera
the
solution
is
the
very ultimate
tions research exhorts his colleagues
*Points made in this section about the
that may some day be achieved.
to avoid the natural inclination to
characteristics of OR are taken from A
To be fair, I must acknowledge
cut
a
very
complex
problem
down
Manager’s Guide to Operations Research
that
those practicing OR in busi
size
and
isolate
it
from
its
en
by Russell L. Ackoff and Patrick Rivett,
vironment-eliminating aspects of
ness finally must — and do — acJohn Wiley & Sons, New York, 1963.

Theoreticians believe that all OR problems can be classified as inventory,
allocation, queuing, sequencing, routing, replacement, competition, or search.
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Operations researchers often deliberately expand and complicate the
statement of a problem until all significant components are contained.

cept the limitations of the systems
approach in everyday life. Their
doctrine, however, calls for view
ing such limitations as a serious
imperfection that they should
strive to overcome through to
enlarge
ment of the problem. One might
ask: What is wrong with a sub
stantial improvement in a signifi
cant piece of the problem? Most
managements seek a gain in a
known period of time for a known
cost; they are more interested in
improving their operations than in
subsidizing the OR practitioner’s
research.
Interdisciplinary teams

The second characteristic of OR
is the use of interdisciplinary teams.
This means that to qualify
an
OR achievement, the solution must
result from group effort — a group
composed of an engineer, a physi
cist, an economist, and an account
ant, for example. They say that this
organization was originally a prod
uct of necessity, because of a short
age of scientists of any single
breed. Then, they say, they found
that the mixed team was necessary
for good solutions—and I guess the
assumption is that the only good
solutions are OR solutions. The
January-February, 1967
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principle here is that before you
begin to study a problem you can
not anticipate its characteristics or
the best way to look at it, so you
had better have
many different
viewpoints and different solutions
as possible available at the start.
On the face of it, this is a diffi
cult position to refute. Of course,
it is true that the greater the num
ber of different points of view
that are focused on a problem the
greater the number of angles that
are likely to be discovered. To be
pragmatic again, I am not con
vinced that this is altogether nec
essary to get close to the target
most of the time. Given an under
standing of business problems, ex
perience in problem solving, and
knowledge of the main core of
techniques known to be applicable
to these problems, something less
than an interdisciplinary team can
achieve very useful improvements.

lems do not lend themselves
laboratory study. The risks are
usually too great to use the busi
ness under study as the “labora
tory” and try out various ap
proaches to see what happens and
what works.
The operations researcher gets
around this limitation by building
a mathematical model of the situ
ation in which the pertinent factors
are recognized and their relation
ships are expressed and quantified.
Of course, some factors are con
trollable, and others are not, and
in business problems quantifica
tion necessarily depends on esti
mation. Through use of the model,
however, the operations researcher
is able to experiment by trying dif
ferent factors, different combina
tions, and different values.
The moment of truth comes when
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the solution
is implemented
instead
a purist
approach.
In Vol.
this:
Don’No.
t ever
Management
Services:and
A Magazine
of Planning,
Systems,
and Controls,
4 [1967],
1, Art.be2 out of any
applied
actual practice. In prep
the two instances I’ll tell about, we
thing — ever.
aration for this, the solution is
did not know we had an OR solu
We went through the process of
sometimes applied retroactively to
tion until it was all over, nor did
classifying the inventory items by
see whether it would have yielded
we care whether the OR label ap
usage characteristics, and when we
plied. Good solutions to complex
an improvement over what actually
had identified the large bulk of
problems were the only objective
resulted under the old method. All
items subject to statistical control,
we had in mind.
this comes under the heading
we structured these by the A-B-C
In the first case, the manage
model building and simulation—
approach. Here we went counter
ment defined the problem as a
the application of experimentation.
to the OR systems orientation and
need for improved procurement,
This is sound, and there is no
yielded to the natural inclination
so we surveyed practices applied
occasion to quarrel with it. The
cut the complex problem down
in the purchasing department. The
mathematics and symbology are for
to size. We decided we had too
results showed a fair purchasing
bidding, but mathematical knowl
big a problem — 37,000 items — so
operation; a few improvements
edge is for hire at surprisingly fair
we cut it to get to the A items —
could be made here and there, but
prices. Furthermore, much of the
some 2,300 — and then still further
on the whole a pretty good job
mathematical symbology offered
to 700 A engine items. We then
was being done.
OR literature is in proof
a rule
selected twelve of these, repre
What made purchasing’s job
or relationship, and it is possible
senting all the different character
tough was the requirements it re
to apply the resulting principle
istics we could identify, and de
ceived from requisitioners. A rou
without necessarily understanding,
cided to develop decision rules for
tine request at 9 a.m. could be
in depth, the mathematical gym
managing these items in terms of
come
rush-expedite-emergency by
nastics required to develop it. If it
when to buy, how much to buy,
noon, and by evening the item was
can be demonstrated that a par
and how much safety stock to keep.
likely to have been canceled by
ticular input produces a given out
We established some ground rules,
the requisitioner. So we reported
put, the underlying mathematics
for example, that any decision rules
our findings and got permission to
can generally be accepted.
must be capable of application on
investigate where the requirements
a computer so that we would have

came from. This was the applica
a pragmatic, practical system to
Pragmatic approach
tion of “systems orientation”; we
apply to all the 37,000 items in due
enlarged the definition of the prob
course.
As you can see, approaching a
lem.
business problem
terms of any
We manipulated these twelve
Requirements for expendable in
literal or strict interpretation of
items according to various rules
ventory replenishment (the compa
operations research ground rules
and refinements, applying them to
ny was an airline) were deter
can be a complex undertaking. Sur
actual usage for the previous eigh
mined by some traditional rules of
prisingly good results can be ob
teen months and comparing our re
thumb. The first rule of thumb was
tained, however, with a pragmatic
sults with what the company had
actually achieved.
So far, so good. We had been
systems oriented and had enlarged
the definition of the problem (al
though later we fell into the error
of cutting it down to size). We
used the scientific method and
simulation (although we really
didn’t think about it in those
terms).
What about the mixed team? Up
to now the team was two of us and
a client man—no physicist, no psy
chologist, no anthropologist. We
had a solution that worked — so
well, in fact, that the ultimate sys
tem reduced inventory levels by
five and a half million dollars, or
the worth of one 707 — but the
success had not been proved out
at this point. So we decided to
A characteristic of OR is the use of interdisci
bring in some math talent and ex
plinary teams representing many specialties.
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perience to tell us the mathematics
one with a pragmatic point of
usage was the best available prac
behind the solution so that we
view.
tical indicator of future usage and
could improve it.
that it provided a means for moni
toring usage and coping with it
Problem reduction
through a unique system of con
Purist’s approach
In solving complex problems
trol limits. We were told that this,
The math talent was a decidedly
there are common characteristics of
too, was a serious defect; the right
pure purist, and he made the ob
approach having general applica
approach was to find out why parts
servation quite early that you real
bility.
Something very similar to
were used at all, what triggered us
ly couldn’t solve the problem the
age of any given part (flying hours,
the inventory problem we also ap
number of landings and takeoffs
way we had solved it. First of
plied to airline crew scheduling.
and of what kind, defects in work
our data were not good. We had
The problem was how to schedule
manship, metallurgical properties,
only monthly usage figures and
crews against a flight schedule to
and so on). If we could find the
only for usage that was recorded
produce the least cost, to get the
causes of usage, we could do a bet
in a month, not for what was in
most flying hours for time paid.
ter job of predicting usage and
With all the restrictions of
fact used that month. Weren’t we
managing the inventory.
regulations, company policies, and
aware of the fact that flying hours
Right away we had a beauti
multiple union rules, this was ob
are heavier in certain months than
fully enlarged problem — two large
viously a complex matter.
in others, on certain days than on
problems, in fact—data purification
The company used rules of
others, in daylight hours than at
and a search for the culprits caus
thumb and intuitive judgment to
night? Didn’t we take note of the
ing usage. Perhaps we also had a
take a given flight schedule and
fact that some items were common
third
problem,
the
one
we
had
break
it into flight segments and
to more than one type of aircraft
started
with
:
how
to
manage
inven
combinations
of segments to con
while others were peculiar to a
tories
better.
But
now
this
one
stitute
a
set
that
could be flown by
single type? Our math friend said
would
have
to
wait
its
turn.
a crew and that met all the re
the first order of business was ob
I could go on, but perhaps I
strictions. Flight pairings originat
viously to refine the data.
ed and ended at a crew domicile.
Furthermore, our solution was
have made my point. Pick the right
These were posted for bidding by
OR specialist or mathematicianbased on the premise that past



The specialist, unable to use actual company operations to test ap
proaches, usually constructs a mathematical model in which pertinent fac

tors are recognized and their relationships are expressed and quantified.
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still
further
In effect, then, we reduced the
problem to manageable propor
tions, built a model, simulated the
system, and adopted an available
technique (the matrix). These ac
tions, in combination with other
techniques, gave a very practical
result. These efforts were not re
The ultimate system reduced inventories by the monetary value of a new 707.
ferred to as operations research at
the time. To
they merely rep
resented a pragmatic approach
through a logical process of prob
the crews, who selected the “pack
ly if ever got back to where they
lem solving.
age” they wanted, and packages
were domiciled until their monthly
were awarded by seniority. Did
flight-hour limits were reached and
OR and the manager
these “bid packages” represent the
they deadheaded back.
least cost in terms of the most fly
We kept this up: Try a rule;
The primary training and expe
ing hours for paid hours?
keep score; refine the rule; try
rience of most businessmen and
How did we approach this prob
again; keep score; and so on. Ulti
accountants has been outside the
lem? First, we examined the com
mately some fundamental charac
fields of science and mathematics,
pany’s current flight schedule and
teristics became apparent. One of
except for some orientation courses
concluded that an actual flight
the most significant was that the
and an exposure here and there.
schedule contained too many flights
essence of the matter was a whole
This lack of formal training in the
and too much data to be manage
series of two-city problems — how
field is no reason to fear or ignore
able for analysis purposes. Again,
to match up crews and flights be
more scientific approaches to busi
we succumbed to the temptation
tween any two cities — rather than
ness problems. We have one thing
to cut the problem down to size.
the large problem of how to man
(and perhaps the most important
Rather than attempt to deal with
an entire flight schedule.
thing) required for their success
all flights in a complete schedule,
ful application—an understanding
The details of the actual solution
we constructed a hypothetical air
of the business. Many scientific
cannot be spelled out since they
line with only a few cities and a
types do not have and may never
are deemed confidential by the
few flights taken from the whole.
be expected to have this essential
company concerned. Essentially,
Selection was made in such a way
ingredient.
the solution was to apply a set of
In one sense, the operations re
as to preserve in the sample the
rules in a prescribed sequence to
searcher
or management scientist
characteristics of the actual system.
make the crew decision regarding
is
a
man
with a set of solutions
Each flight on our hypothetical
each flight in and out of a given
looking for problems that fit his
airline was recorded on individual
station. A linear programing matrix
solutions. The electronic data proc
index cards showing origins and
was applied as part of the process
essing salesman or specialist is in
terminations, times of arrival and
to provide the least-cost answer.
a similar position; he has a solu
departure in Greenwich mean time,
This procedure, including solution
tion or method and is seeking his
and hours and minutes consumed.
of the matrix, was programed for a
kind of problem. We have learned,
These cards were then manipulat
computer.
and many companies have learned,
ed according to various rules.
As a result, in a matter of min
that you are using the wrong ap
For example, we began with a
utes a proposed flight schedule
proach when you ask an EDP
first-in, first-out rule. At the begin
was broken into flight segments,
salesman in to have a look around
ning of any period we assumed
and the segments were paired and
to see what he would like to mech
that a crew took the first flight out
packaged for crew bidding pur
anize. He will find areas of interest
and took it as far as it was legal to
poses with assurance that they
to him, to be sure, but they will
take it under the CAB, union, and
were the best possible combina
not necessarily be the ones best
other restrictions. The crew was
tions from a cost standpoint. In
serving the interests of the man
then assumed to be given the re
addition, the cost was computed
agement.
quired rest and to take the next
so that an evaluation of crew costs
So it is with OR and the mathe
flight out at the end of that period
between alternative flight sched
matical
sciences. Management must
no matter where it went. This
ules was readily available.
not abdicate the responsibility for
iterative process was applied again
One sidelight was the disclosure
recognizing the opportunity, defin
and again. Each time we learned
that crew domiciles were not in all
cases properly located. A shift in
ing the problem, identifying the
something. For example, under a
first-in, first-out rule the crews rare
certain domiciles would produce
important factors and relationships,
18
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educated,
and frequently
guiding the effort into
practical
channels, and testing the solutions.
nowadays he has a liberal arts, le
gal, or accounting background. He
Doing these things does not re
quire knowledge in depth of the
is more and more aware of the
basic approaches applied in the
techniques but rather awareness of
possibilities and, the most essential
physical sciences; the behavioral
ingredient, understanding of the
sciences of psychology, sociology,
and anthropology; and in mathe
way the management and the busi
matics, although he generally has
ness operate.
Not long ago Business Week re
no deep technical knowledge in
ported on a Harvard Graduate
any of these fields. As he struggles
with the problems of his business
Business School study of the ex
tent to which business manage
he is prone to experiment to see
ment has embraced and put into
what these fields might offer. The
practice “management science”
climate is right for innovation.
techniques. In this study manage
This development is all to the
good, and the operations researcher
ment science was given a broad
and management scientist have
definition to include all the sci
definite contributions to make, pro
ences that can aid managers, from
conventional organization theory
vided they recognize — and the
The training and experience
manager requires that they recog
through sociopsychology. Under
of most businessmen and
this definition they found more
nize — the practical limitations in
than 80 per cent of the largest
business applications. Business is
accountants has been outside
corporations taking advantage of
obviously not a laboratory situa
one or more of the new techniques,
tion. The economic environment
the fields of science and
cannot be excluded; measurement
with this practice extending from
mathematics . . . but this is
such obvious areas as production
is not very precise; some elements
scheduling and inventory control
cannot be measured at all but must
no reason for businessmen
be estimated; historical data are
into personnel, marketing, and
spotty; time factors are likely to be
R&D areas.
to fear or ignore scientific
Another conclusion was still more
critical; unpredictable people prob
approaches to business
lems enter in.
interesting. The researchers found
Such limitations notwithstanding,
that no matter how competent the
problems. The businessman
management science practitioner
a more scientific approach, a high
has the one thing required
er degree of quantification, and
may be in his own field, few of
them are skilled in the art of man
the establishment of mathematical
for their successful applica
aging a business. As a result, the
relationships among variables can
produce attractive results. What
management scientist may come
tion—an understanding of
up with sophisticated techniques
you usually cannot expect is an
the business.
based on invalid assumptions or
absolute answer expressed in abso
with elegant solutions to insignifi
lute terms providing absolute cer
cant problems. The study conclud
tainty to an extent that precludes
the need for applying judgment.
ed with the warning that business
men would have to be around to
What you can expect is a reduc
tion in the area of uncertainty so
give some guidance to the scien
tist, no matter how all-embracing
that management judgment can be
applied to the more significant fac
his science might seem.
tors with a greater probability of
being right a greater percentage of
Happy medium
the time.
The mode of functioning of the
Much of this technical develop
great entrepreneurs of the Nine
ment is closely related to what suc
teenth and early Twentieth Cen
cessful managers have traditionally
turies, held in awe for their intui
done. They have solved problems
tive shrewdness, is passe. The pro
by defining them and specifying
fessional manager of today finds he
the objectives, by identifying the
has to grub rather hard to squeeze
alternative courses of action, by
an inflated profit dollar out of the
evaluating the alternatives, and by
company’s operation. Generally he
selecting the course of action most

January-February, 1967
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Some technicians would even have us believe that Galileo
and Archimedes were applying OR without realizing it.

nearly meeting the objectives. This
process still applies. What is new
is the greater range of alternatives,
the added degree of precision, the
narrowing of the area of uncer

tainty, and, I suppose, a rationale
to explain what the successful man
ager has to a degree been doing
all along without being aware
it.
The ‘hot’ label

Some of us have come to ap
proach anything with the opera
tions research or management sci
ence label as we would a hot iron;
we are afraid to touch anything
for fear of getting burned. These
labels are being applied to an
ever broadening subject matter.
Perhaps because these techniques
have so recently come to the fore
in the business arena, some practi
tioners who adhere to management

science in its purer form feel a
need to delineate themselves and
their work from those who engage
in scientific management in its less
pure form. This is done in part by
setting up a set of characteristics
and holding that any problem and
solution with these characteristics
is an OR problem and an OR
solution. Sometimes it seems that
any good solution to a difficult
problem meets the standard. Sud
denly we find this standard ap
plied retroactively, with Archime
des, Galileo, and others practicing
OR although they did not know it
at the time. The building of such
a structure serves the ego of the
pure practitioner and serves to
keep the more timid out of the
game.
Perhaps we need two kinds of
players. On one side of the net
should be the purists, with a scien
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tific point of view and research in
terest, who will follow the prob
lem wherever it leads, largely for
the problem’s sake. From such en
deavors come new ideas and break
throughs of a conceptual nature.
On the other side of the net we
need people with a business and
profit point of view and with an
interest largely in the ends rather
than in the means. On this side the
game is to follow developments
closely to recognize opportunities
to apply the techniques and to
adapt and implement solutions in
a practical manner. Those who
have not tried the other side of the
net, applying more scientific ap
proaches to business problem solv
ing—in a pragmatic way—are not
only missing all the fun. They are
missing opportunities to contribute
to the successful operation of the
business.
Management Services
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